Contralateral suppression of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions by harmonic complex tones in humans.
Variations in the amplitude of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAEs) produced by a contralateral complex tone were measured in 26 normal-hearing human subjects. TEOAEs were evoked using a 1-kHz tone pip at 60 dB SPL. The contralateral complex consisted of harmonic components with frequencies between 400 and 2000 Hz; it was presented at levels ranging from 40 to 50 dB SL and its fundamental frequency (F0) was varied. In experiment 1, the dependence of TEOAE amplitude variations on the F0 of the contralateral complex was measured by varying the F0 from 50 to 400 Hz in octave steps. The results revealed a nonmonotonic dependence of TEOAE amplitude variations on contralateral F0, with significantly larger TEOAE suppression for F0's of 100 and 200 Hz than for F0's of 50 and 400 Hz. Experiment 2, in which the harmonics were summed in alternating sine-cosine phase instead of constant sine phase, showed a shift of the function relating TEOAE attenuation to F0 towards lower F0's, indicating that the waveform repetition rate, rather than harmonic spacing, was the actual factor of the dependence of contralateral TEOAE attenuation on F0. Furthermore, significantly smaller suppression was observed with the alternating-phase complexes than with the sine-phase complexes, suggesting an influence of the waveform crest factor. Experiment 3 showed no difference between the contralateral TEOAE attenuation effects produced by positive and negative Schroeder-phase complexes. Overall, these results bring further arguments for the notion that contralaterally induced medial olivocochlear bundle (MOCB) activity, as measured through the contralateral suppression of TEOAEs in humans, is sensitive to the rate of temporal envelope fluctuations of the contralateral stimulus, with preferential rates around 100-200 Hz.